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Allerford (SS90604663) Length: 3.9 Kilometres
Arrival: This route starts and finishes at Piles Mill; 10
minutes from Porlock. The mill is open 24 hours a day
and has a coach drop off and also minibus parking.
Directions: The walking route crosses the main road
which needs careful management; though there is a
good view both ways. After crossing follow the lane
past the cottages and round to Brandish Street Farm
on your left; note the lack of nails in any of the old
barns. Follow the lane past the cottages on your left.
Proceed down to the ford and picturesque pack
horse bridge and the village of Allerford. The circular
walking route is actually before the ford on your right
GR (SS)905 469 at an acute angle up the field.
Pass through the small gate at the top of the field,
then another gate some 30 paces in front of you.
Then after some 10 paces turn up and right. Follow
this path, over the stile, cross the fields, over another
stile and into the wood. You should be heading back
East, with views of the Dunkery moorland, the source
of the Aller, and the Horner valley on your right. After
some 400 metres a thatched walker’s shelter will be in
front of you; a great snack spot. Follow the path
below the shelter and into the open wood. Keep
going downhill and cross a wider track, aiming at a
small path between the trees. Make sure that an adult
is in front here because this emerges onto the main
road. A sharp left is needed and the children kept
close to the hedge following the old road for some

40m. Cross the road to Selworthy Church and follow
the old road past the National Trust cottages before
emerging at the main road.
This main road must be crossed and the children
need careful management. The view is worst to the
West and an adult needs to walk to the brow of the
road for a better view before crossing. Turn right then
left down the lane towards the National Trust office.
Follow the footpath sign and the lane to the left just
before the office; continue to the gate and the
footpath sign into the field.
Stay near the top of the field roughly keeping the
boundary on your right. Note the old tree with the
dated ‘head stone’. Follow the footpath signs, pass
through a hedge, keeping the farm boundary on your
right and follow the hedge round aiming downhill
looking South towards Dunkery. When you meet the
stream there will be a bridge to cross. Upstream of
the bridge is ideal for the river studies. To complete
the walk, cross the bridge and the field in front of you
aiming at the stile on the far side. In time this field will
have levees in it to slow flood water down. Entering
the lane turn right and continue to Piles Mill where
the transport will be waiting.
Key issues: Traffic and water. Please read the
accompanying Risk Assessment notes. Advice is
available from ENPA on 01398 323665.




